Bayan College awards employee
BAYAN: Admin Services, Mr. Ammen Al
Shobaki grabbed the opportunity to get a
star on Reward Board for Creativity and
Initiative for his excellent idea on Bayan
internal live radio. Mr. Shobaki, the second
person to get a star on reward board from
Bayan family.
Deputy dean Ms. Modi Juma Al Ghailani
said that, it was not just an idea Mr.
Shobaki came up with a detail proposal on
internal radio for the new campus. As per
the proposal the idea can be implemented
with a minimum need of equipment’s.
Being a person for not media and thinking
beyond his limit has to be appreciated.
“Recognition for doing a good job from our organization is a great thing and
Bayan family have always supported and encouraged me in doing my work, for
which I get motivated and always think to do something different. The
encouragements which I receive make me feel that I am an integral part of the
company’s mission which initiated me to think something new and useful for the
upcoming new Bayan campus being a media college with an affordable budget”
said Mr. Shobaki.
“Mr. Shobaki is a flexible man and his spontaneous responds and commitment to
the organization has to be recognized. He is also a multi skilled worker who
possesses or acquires a range of skills and knowledge and applies them to work
tasks that may fall outside the boundaries of his original training,” added Ms.
Modi.
In order to recognize the valued creative and initiative input from the employees of
Bayan College, the Deanship has launched the Reward Board for Creativity and
Initiative. Hence the Reward Board for Creativity and Initiative contains the names
of the entire staff, in order to evaluate them according to their dedication in
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implementing new ideas towards the daily running of the institution. The board is
located at the entrance of the Deanship's Office.

